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9-20-10 – 6-27-11 – 1-12-12 – 10-29-14

(My experience using Poly-MVA the last 15 months)
I was diagnosed with end stage multiple myeloma in October 2007. I began chemo in
November and a stem cell transplant in February 2008. I slowly recovered strength and
energy.
In March 2010 lab test began to show a rise in cancer protein in blood and urine. My doctors
were encouraging another stem cell transplant, but I felt I would rather take my chances with
the cancer rather than go through recovery of another stem cell transplant when stats showed
I could expect even a shorter a period of health than before. I did not feel like it was worth the
time it took to recover since I was still feeling good.
I started doing a little research on my own and Poly-MVA and friends (other recommended
nutritional and detoxification supplements) seemed like the best alternative method I could
find but the cost was prohibitive.
So, I kept reading and talking to others about methods perhaps less expensive to fight the
disease and not tear down healthy cells in my body. But Poly and friends just kept coming to
my attention.
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I didn’t actually start it until September 2010; at which time my oncologist insisted I must start
chemo at least. I did not want to start chemo either because it made me feel so bad.
I wanted to just try the Poly and friends. He would not consent. I considered removing myself
from his care and proceeding against medical advice. But I consulted with Gary Matson, the
consultant assigned to me and he recommended I take Poly and friends as a complementary
to chemo instead of an alternative. He convinced me that It would most likely prevent the
side effect of chemo and it has the tendency to protect my good cells and aid the liver to get
rid of all of the cancer cells the chemo was killing more quickly. It did work that way.
My oncologist told me when I started chemo again that I would be on maintenance chemo for
the rest of my life. But Poly and friends was keeping me from being as sick as I had felt before
so I thought I could follow his advice for a while at least. As months went by, the cancer
protein lab tests started coming closer to normal range. My oncologist warned me to not get
my hopes up. It would never be 0.
But by March of 2011 their tests could not detect the cancer protein.
The tests had the same results in June and the oncologist agreed to let me discontinue chemo.
September’s test results were still negative for the cancer protein. I will be tested again this
month and I assume every three months thereafter.
I had a wonderful summer(except for a car accident which slowed me down a bit). Even though
I did feel better on chemo this last round than originally, I really dreaded the thought of
continuing for the rest of my life because the steroids they gave along with it made me very
nervous with sleep difficulties and fatigue. But the oncologist predicted that chemo(or another
stem cell transplant) were the only treatment options when he started it in September 2010.
He had no faith in alternative methods.
Thank you for the opportunity to share my experience with Poly and friends. I have several
loved ones who are battling cancer now but I have not been able to convince them to try Poly.
Their doctors, like mine, think there is no other way to fight it except chemo, surgery or
radiation. I am sorry that the quality of life studies are not taken more seriously in the
established medical community.
Carolyn Huter
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9-20-2010
Carolyn is struggling to make a decision about what to do because her numbers are up. She
doesn't want to do chemo or Velcade as she knows it only buys a little bit of time. She wanted
to prove that Poly could work for her if the Dr. would give her 4 months. He told her she didn't
have 4 months. She has decided she is willing to compromise and take his chemo and Velcade
to give the Poly more time. She will go on 12 tsp a day.

6-27-2011
Carolyn’s Doctor says she has exceeded all of his expectations so they are stopping the chemo
and she does not have an appointment until September. She had a car accident and has a
broken sternum but otherwise is great.

1-12-2012
I realize that MM is considered incurable. That is why this is all so amazing. Predictions were
for me to be gone this coming October. I don't "feel" like I am going anywhere just yet and
the Lord seems to have placed me in a place of learning and teaching. I am content. But I don't
want to take a chance for my oncologist to see a need for chemo. Dying doesn't scare me as
much as slowly killing myself with chemo.
I did not have the 25 Hydroxy D3 test with the other testing done on 12/19/11. But I will
request it for April. I suppose I should request it each time since it is not in the routine orders.
Carolyn

10-29-2014
Carolyn has been struggling with her Doctor about staying on Poly. He insisted she stop it for
the time being. She did well for so long but now has a serious problem with her liver. He
wants her to stay off of Poly for the time being while he tries to get her liver working properly.
She told him that the metals do not stay in her body because they are bonded with the other
compounds in Poly MVA….they are not free metals. I told her that she should ask the Doctor
about the negative “long term” side effects caused by Chemo and Velcade and whether those
drugs are what might be causing her liver problems.

